
Magic School Box by Gueston Smith Wins
Bronze in A' Education Awards

Magic School Box

Innovative mobile classroom design

recognized for revolutionizing learning

through AI, blockchain, and immersive

environments

COMO, CO, ITALY, July 11, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The A' Design

Award, a highly respected and well-

recognized award in the field of

education design, has announced

Magic School Box by Gueston Smith as

the Bronze winner in the Education,

Teaching Aid and Training Content

Design category. This prestigious

recognition highlights the significance

of Magic School Box's innovative

approach to creating engaging and

personalized learning experiences.

Magic School Box's groundbreaking

design directly addresses the need for

flexible, immersive educational environments that foster creativity, collaboration, and personal

growth. By bringing cutting-edge technology and vibrant, culturally-inspired design directly to

communities, this mobile classroom challenges conventional education models and offers a

solution to the limitations of traditional, one-size-fits-all approaches.

The Magic School Box is a testament to innovative educational environments, crafted from a

trailer using sustainable materials and equipped with the latest technology. The interior

maximizes natural lighting while interactive screens engage students, and the integration of AI-

driven educational tools and blockchain for certification and record-keeping sets this design

apart. The unique aesthetic, inspired by '90s Black culture, creates an immersive and inspiring

space that promotes hands-on, project-based learning for 10-16 students.

This recognition from the A' Design Award serves as motivation for Gueston Smith and the team

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://designersnames.com
https://competition.adesignaward.com/ada-winner-designer.php?profile=298640


behind Magic School Box to continue pushing the boundaries of educational design. The

potential implications of this mobile Smart classroom are far-reaching, as it can be scaled to

underserved communities and areas lacking educational infrastructure worldwide,

revolutionizing access to quality, engaging learning experiences.

Interested parties may learn more at:

https://competition.adesignaward.com/ada-winner-design.php?ID=142633

About Gueston Smith

Gueston Smith, founder and CEO of Guesscreative LLC and Head of Design at Kubed Living, is an

innovative force in the design world. A USC School of Architecture graduate driven by a promise

to his late special needs sister, Gueston's designs transform brand identities and push the

boundaries of eco-friendly, accessible spaces. With a holistic approach encompassing mind and

body, Gueston creates environments that foster self-discovery and community, exemplifying the

power of creativity in overcoming challenges.

About Guesscreative LLC

Guesscreative LLC pioneers sustainable prefab spaces and experiences, blending innovation,

design, and impact for visionary businesses and individuals. From bespoke luxury residences to

immersive pop-up wellness experiences, Guesscreative's portfolio bursts with captivating

projects that prioritize responsible practices, promote well-being, and encourage a more mindful

approach to living. With a commitment to empowering businesses, communities, and individuals

through the power of design, Guesscreative welcomes those who believe in shaping a better

world.

About Bronze A' Design Award

The Bronze A' Design Award recognizes designs that demonstrate a high level of creativity,

practicality, and potential to positively influence industry standards. Winning designs showcase

the designer's ability to effectively blend form and function, offering solutions that enhance lives

and well-being. The rigorous selection process involves blind peer review by an expert jury panel

of design professionals, education industry experts, journalists, and academics, ensuring that

awarded designs meet pre-established evaluation criteria and stand out for their innovation and

professional execution.

About A' Design Award

The A' Design Award is an international, juried design competition organized across all

industries, welcoming entries from all countries. Now in its 16th year, the A' Design Award is

dedicated to recognizing and promoting superior products and projects that advance and

benefit society. By showcasing pioneering designs on a global stage and celebrating the creative

minds behind these innovations, the A' Design Award drives the cycle of inspiration and

advancement, ultimately contributing to the creation of a better world through the

transformative power of good design. Interested parties may learn more about the A' Design

Awards, explore jury members, view past laureates, and participate with their projects at

https://competition.adesignaward.com/ada-winner-design.php?ID=142633
https://designaward.com
https://designaward.com
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